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BRANDING—It’s Not Your Logo 
by John Halstead 

We all have a Brand! Do you know what yours is? 

 

 

What comes to mind when you hear the names of Walmart, Lexus, or Nordstrom? It is likely something similar 

to: “Lowest Price”; “The Pursuit of Perfection”; or a story about legendary customer service. 

A Brand is not a slogan, a sign, or a logo; it’s about who you are! What attributes come to 

mind when your customers, vendors, employees, and your community think about you and your business? 

That is your brand. 

While this is written primarily for Collision Centers, it applies equally to Distributors, Manufacturers, and 

individuals. So, what are your collision center, distribution business, or you as an individual known for…? 

What would you like to be known for? How can you influence your brand? Once identified, you can build it into 

a Brand Promise; or a set of standards to which you will hold yourself accountable. 

In the collision repair business, everyone pretty much performs the same functions. The question of 

distinction is a matter of how well? (quality, service, timeliness); for whom? (any specialized clientele), or 

cost? (value). 

There are lots of “low cost” producers out there, whether intentional or not. It’s not a matter of the lowest 

estimate, but the value that you deliver for the price charged. 

The key is how to distinguish your business from all the others in your market; AND communicate those 

attributes to your customers. Remember, you already have a “brand” in the marketplace. It would be good to 

learn what that is; to either build on, or to overcome! 
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Tip to Consider 

Seek to identify how you are viewed in your market. Perform google searches, read online 

reviews, study your CSI comments, and ask referrals what attributes the referral sources 

used to describe you.  

 Take negative comments to heart. If possible, reach out to them and determine what 

you could have done differently. It’s never too late to make amends. 

 Identify positive comments and see how you can build upon them to make them the 

core of your branding message. 

The Definition of a Brand: 

“What do you consistently do better than your competition?” 

The key words are “consistently” --- always, every time, without fail; “better” --- in the eyes of each individual 

consumer; and, “competition” ---to whom are you measured? 

 Quality means something different to the owner of an $80,000 Beemer than it does to a dealer’s used car 

manager. 

 Cost is also variable; best stated as value for the amount paid. 

 Service and Timeliness are measured against promises or expectations. 

Part of the branding process is to identify, or segment, your target audience(s) and focus a brand message 

around their needs and expectations. Of course, attributes of honesty, integrity, and ethics are important to all 

the customers you are likely to attract. Your brand message needs to be authentic and backed up by positive 

action and testimonials from third parties. 

Your brand, or Brand Promise, must be built into your internal systems, training, employee selection, and 

reward systems. It must be delivered by every employee every day, and promoted by your customers. 

Some food for thought: 

 OE Certifications are becoming standard operating procedure. They will help with that target audience, 

but they may or may not be differentiators. 

 Unless you are the only ICAR Gold Class shop in your market, while important, it also may not be a 

differentiator. 

 Diligently researching and following OE repair standards for all applicable repairs may be a differentiator if 

done consistently; and you are able to communicate to the customer why that’s important. 

 There are many excellent customer service practices that will help set customer expectations and prove 

that you fulfilled your promises; but they must be exercised 100% of the time and generate positive 

referrals. 

The best differentiator may be your ability to deliver your promised service level more reliably and consistently 

than anyone else in your market. These are often intangibles that competitors may find difficult to duplicate. 
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